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313 The Legality of Nuclear Weapons: A Response to Corwin
Eric J. McFadden
This Article is a response to Journal author David Corwin's contention that
the use of nuclear weapons is illegal under international law. In turn, the
author carefully examines relevant treaty provisions to support his thesis.
Finally, the author contends that the principles of customary international
law and state practice provide a foundation by which the use of nuclear
weapons is circumscribed under international law.
COMMENTS
343 The United States Is Moving Further From Fostering Multilateral
Restraint of Conventional Arms Sales
William George Wentz
This Comment reviews in detail the trends in world arms sales and the roles
of arms suppliers, specifically focusing on the United States. Successful past
international efforts at restraint are examined and contrasted to present
United States policy, and possible solutions proposed.
377 The Mujahidin Middleman: Pakistan's Role in the Afghan Crisis and
the International Rule of Non-Intervention
Peter A. Pentz
What are the consequences when two superpowers square off in opposing
sides of a civil war in another country? This Comment tells the story of such
a situation in Afghanistan, and concentrates on the role of another actor,
Pakistan. Pakistan's role in the Afghan crisis is examined in light of the
recent decision of the International Court of Justice in Nicaragua v. The
United States, applying the rule of nonintervention. Possible justifications
and exceptions are given, especially in light of a possible Soviet withdrawal.
403 International Sports: Have States Succeeded Athletes as the Players?
Barbara Ann ONeill
with a foreword by James A.R. Nafziger
Could the 1972 Munich Olympic tragedy occur again during the 1988 Seoul
Summer Games? This Comment examines the role of nationalism within the
Olympic Games and the International Olympic system and discusses the
movment away from individual Olympic achievement. The Comment con-
cludes that participating nations must rededicate their current international
athletic policy to the ideals of the original Olympic tradition.
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